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The Volunteers
Quentin Bayol

This is Quentin Bayol, who likes rock music and
science fiction.  He lived most of his life in

Montpellier, and studied Chemistry and Physics
in Marseille - the sun in south of France agrees
with him.  He would love to become a Doctor
Who's companion and visit other worlds and

times.  What motivates him is to help people in
their daily life.

Asmaà Achraou

This is Asmàa, born in Morocco and raised in
Italy, she always had a passion for foreign

cultures and languages, and that’s why she
chose to study, and has graduated in modern

cultures and languages at the university of
Pavia.

Yousef Fakihi Choumi

This is Yousef, who was born in Spain , Granada,
but has Maroccan origins, and is 20 years old.
Yousef defines himself as a fairly calm person

that loves to help in any way he can. He enjoys
listening to music and going for walks. 

 Something that Yousef really likes is the arab
food and culture!



The Volunteers
Delia Cocolea

This is Delia, who was born in the South of
Romania  and at the age of 18 moved to Cluj-

Napoca, in the region of Transilvania.
She is graduated in Philosophy by the University
Babes-Boyai. In her free time she loves traveling,

discovering new cultures and meeting people
from all over the world

Anete Žanete Morozova
Anete, who is from Latvia, studies at Latvian

Christian academy- Caritative social work. She
sees her studies as an opportunity to help other

people and do an impact on their life.
In her free time, she loves to sing many different

songs from popular to opera.  She follows this
motto: Never lose hope since there's always a

spark in the dark.

Giuseppina Formisano

Ciao! This is Giuseppina, but everyone calls her
Giusy. She was born in Naples, under the

Pisces’s sign, that’s why her biggest love are the
sea, sun and pizza. Growing with scientific

studies and graduated in biotechnology, she also
believes in the power of love, that can improve

people’s life. 



The Volunteers
Mihai-Christian Haiduc

This is Chris, born in Suceava, and has the
dream to become a leader, trainer, and mentor.

His favourite colour is red because it
symbolizes passion. If he was a character, he

would be Batman. 
Passionate about self-development, mountains,

and the forest, he has graduated in Aerospace
Engineering at the Polytechnic University of
Bucharest, but decided that it’s better to help
shape someone than to shape something. So

that’s why he’s here. 
 

Lisa Straschek

Lisa is from a very small town in the southeast
of Austria. One thing that Lisa has always liked
to do is cooking  - of course, eating afterward is

also part of it, because she is a real gourmet. Lisa
is a very creative person. She loves to draw,

paint and do crafts. She also enjoys traveling
and has had many adventures in different

countries. The volunteer project in Agueda is
her next big adventure and she's looking
forward to seeing as much of Portugal as

possible.



The project
The EVÁ project is a European Solidarity Corps project developed
at the Águeda Youth Center and refers to the 319-day individual

mobility that took place in 2021-2022. 

EVÁ (European Volunteers in Águeda) is supported by the
Portuguese National Agency,  Erasmus + Youth in Action and

financed by the European Solidarity Corps.

 Development of volunteer actions and activities focused on social inclusion
of young people, in training and in social, civic and democratic participation;

 Empowerment of young volunteers through the development of skills and

 Raising awareness and disseminating European strategies and priorities
within the scope of youth.

This project has three main goals:
 

 

multiple, adjusted and appealing experiences;
 



Activities
The volunteers promoted solidarity, inclusion, tolerance and

intercultural dialogue, through NFE activities in schools, at Águeda
Youth Center (CJA) and at local institutions. This was achieved

through disseminating opportunities, promoting solidarity and
activities for the community, focusing on young people. 

On Arrival team building activities

The initial team building activities aimed to get the group to know
each other and strengthen the team spirit, motivate for the project,

get to know the institution and the context, work on group
cohesion, the expectations and well-being of the volunteers, rights
and duties. This type of activities made it possible to deepen social

relationships and personal knowledge through non-formal
education methodologies to work on the emotional intelligence of

volunteers.



Linguístic Support and Technical supervision  

The volunteers learn the Portuguese language through the Online
Linguistic Support (OLS) and with a Portuguese teacher for
foreigners. Technical supervision enables the development,

implementation and evaluation of activities and every week there is
a privileged moment of reflection and integration of information to

promote the growth of volunteers in personal and social terms.

Language workshops

Volunteers provide the
community with workshops in
their native languages, namely

Italian, English, French and
Spanish. The workshops are

free, with the aim of promoting
interculturality and increasing

the language skills of the
population of Águeda.



School of Life

Online meetings with institutionalized elderly that promote
interculturality and intergenerationality. Volunteers met weekly

with the AFA – Associação Fermentelense for Assistance to Children
and Senior Citizens and monthly with Jardim Social de Travassô

where they share life experiences, ask for advice and tips, discuss
current topics, among other topics with the elderly. 

Support d'Orfeu

The volunteers helped in the preparation and implementation of
some events, such as Outonalidades and Festival i!, held by d’Orfeu.



ESTGA

Occasional meetings with the students of ESTGA – Escola Superior
de Tecnologia e Gestão de Águeda in order to foster a relationship

and find mentors for the volunteers.

Land of Christmas Trees

Participation in the 4th Edition of the “Land of Christmas Trees”,
promoted by the Centro de Educação Integrada – Bela Vista, in
which volunteers contributed with a Christmas Tree built from

recycled/reused material.



Support CJA Projects

Volunteers have helped the project managers of Psientífica and the
Águeda Youth Center in the planning and implementation of

Erasmus + projects (Strategic KA1, CYC, Step1, SDG LABS, GPOY,
Innovate Now, Emoaction In & Inner) and Portugal Inovação Social

(Emoção em Ação and INCUBAJÁ).



Motocross World Championship

The Águeda Action Club – ACTIB invited the volunteers to be
present and helped in the preparation for the Motocross World

Championship, at the Águeda International Crossódromo.

Partnership with Parque Botânico de Vale Domingos

Once or twice a week some volunteers take part in the
environmental volunteering project at the Vale Domingos

Botanical Park, where they go to riverside areas and eliminate
invasive species, among other tasks related to the protection of

the environment.



On Arrival Traning for the new volunteers

This group prepared and implemented a 3 day training for the new
group of volunteers of the project 2021-2 -PT02-ESC51-VTJ-

000044800. It incorated dynamics of “Get to know each other”,
“Team Building”, “On Arrival chock”, management of expectations,

Youthpass and Erasmus+ Program, non-formal education,
multiculturalism and idiomatic expressions, construction of plans

session and SMART objectives.



Good Deeds week

To commemorate the “Good Deeds Day”, celebrated on April 3, the
volunteers developed the “Good Deeds Week”. One of the initiatives

was the cleaning of the Botanical Park of Vale Domingos – Águeda. In
addition, volunteers were in Águeda distributing free hugs and
helping those who need it most to pack their groceries at local

supermarkets.

Águeda Living Lab

ALL is a space open to the community for the meeting of ideas,
experiences, knowledge, creativity and innovation, where workshops

and other technology demonstration initiatives are organized, with the
aim of stimulating a perspective of real exploration and

experimentation. It is also a space dedicated to the development of
interactive and innovative solutions, oriented to the community. At

Águeda Living Lab, volunteers learned about robotics, printing and 3D
modeling and accompanied young people in their technological

activities.



Sessions at schools 

Sessions at the different schools  to promote solidarity and
interculturality, dissemination of the Erasmus+ and CES program,

and other topics that teachers find relevant (such as the promotion of
emotional intelligence, awareness of the SDGs, etc).



AGITLAB

The volunteers helped in the preparation and implementation of
some activities, such as the Educational Project in Contemporary Art

(at local schools) and at Circo Agitado.

Partnership with Centro Social Arco Íris

Every week, the volunteers go to the Arco-Íris Social Center – Social
Solidarity Institution, where they carry out social integration activities

with the elderly.



Open day at CJA

On June 15th, the CJA held an Open Day with the presence of dozens of young
people from the various educational establishments in Águeda. This activity

was promoted by European volunteers and included various dynamics, in
different rooms of the building, which represented the different projects
developed at the Center and the discovery of the European Year of Youth.



Partnership with Cabeço Santo

Every week, the volunteers will help the Associação Cabeço Santo -
Ecological and Landscape Recovery that recovers ecologically

degraded areas due to inadequate forest exploitation of exotic species
and the expansion of invasive species, promoting the ecological and
landscape value of these areas through the recovery and installation

of autochthonous flora species and the removal of exotic species.

Partnership with Subdelegação de Águeda da
Associação dos Ucranianos em Portugal

Volunteers helped with the collection and organization of goods for
Ukraine and implemented activities with Ukrainian children through

the Águeda Sub-delegation of the Association of Ukrainians in Portugal.



Férias em Movimento

The Municipaltity of Águeda carried out the "Férias em Movimento" initiative
between the 4th and 29th of July « for children and young people aged between

6 and 14 years old, residing in the municipality of Águeda, with a total of 170
participants, per week. The “Águeda – Vacation in Motion 2022″ program, which

has been taking place since 2013, aims to provide children with active rest,
offering new experiences and healthy life habits and, at the same time,

promoting socialization, intellectual and emotional evolution of participants.
Volunteers participated in cultural and sports activities, helped monitors and

promoted solidarity and interculturality.

ESC Camp in Amarante

From the 9th to the 12th of September, Casa de Juventude de Amarante
held the ESC CAMP 2022, with the participation of 26 international

volunteers, developing their project in Portugal, funded by the
European Solidarity Corps. During 4 days, they shared their experience

and carried out activities related to the “Offline Dialogue”.



Some testimonials
T's very enriching to integrate European volunteers in our activities. Not only is
it an important help, but we also learn a lot from them. And it's very gratifying

to see them integrate so well into our routines. (Ana Flores, d'Orfeu )

Cultural diversity has been very important for me and my team, allowing us to
get to know other cultures, also enriching our own, through experiences and

sharing. (Mónica Estima, Vale Domingos Association)

The volunteers have been in close collaboration with the DAC project of the 5th
year Pedagogical Team, at Escola Básica de Aguada de Cima. They have also

collaborated on the EmoAction project with the 5ºC class. Your presence and
collaboration has been very beneficial and fruitful. The activities have been very

attractive and pedagogical and the students (and also teachers) have loved all
the interaction. (Catarina Amaral, Aguada de Cima Elementary School)

It was a very enriching experience. An excellent job was done that allowed for
closer ties with some cultures and their representatives. Our students loved it

and considered these moments to be an asset, both in terms of new learning and
in terms of the dynamics of the activities. (Ondina Duarte, Aguada de Cima

Elementary School)

These are very interesting sessions, the volunteers participate a lot, they are
very understanding of the difficulties of our users. The only thing left is the pity

and sadness of not being able to have more face-to-face activities that, in the
long term, I hope to be able to adapt, to give this opportunity to both users and

volunteers. (Mariana Nunes, AFA Fermentelos)



Some testimonials
European volunteers are an asset as they bring the European dimension to the
local level, through the sharing of cultures. They bring joy, joviality, dynamics

and innovation to the work we do. What they bring and leave with us is
extremely beneficial for us, allowing us to grow and innovate every day. (Ana

Moutas,  CJA)

The opportunity for volunteers to be present at the sessions is undoubtedly an
added value, as they share not only a little of their culture, which allows for
moments of interculturality, but it is also possible to develop an empathic

relationship with the students. and with the teachers." (Laëtitia Videira,
Psientífica

Working with volunteers is not always an easy task, however, and with proper
communication anything is possible. In general, the experience with the

volunteers is, despite the difficulties that may arise, positive. In their own way,
they contribute and help in the development of the necessary activities and
projects. Of course, it also depends on the volunteers in question. (Ana Teles,

Psientífica)

 It is undoubtedly a unique experience both for the organization that has
different points of view and for the young people. (Daniela Costa, Psientífica)



Regarding the results, we can highlight:

a) Intangible results:
- Essential skills for lifelong learning, inherent to the development and
validation of learning using the NFE (as well as its certificate – Youthpass):
1. Communication in the mother tongue;
2. Communication in a foreign language;
3. Mathematical, scientific and technological competence;
4. Digital competence;
5. Learning to learn;
6. Social and civic skills;
7. Spirit of initiative and entrepreneur;
8. Cultural sensitivity and expression.
- In addition, young people have developed skills, learning and day-to-day
experiences transferable to the Europass and Europass Certificate Supplement,
such as knowledge:
1. In training and information activities for young people;
2. In project and initiative management;
3. Implementing projects and initiatives;
4. In organizing events;
Among others.
- Reflections, sharing and feedback from those involved to assess the impact.

b) Tangible results:
- Content developed in the project, such as information leaflets, videos,
photographs, session plans and various materials.

Results



@psientifica 

@cjagueda

@centrodejuventudedegueda

To know more about the project:

http://psientifica.org/europeanvolunteersinagueda/

Visit us

Social Media:

https://www.facebook.com/psientifica
https://www.facebook.com/psientifica
https://www.facebook.com/cjagueda
https://www.instagram.com/centrodejuventudedeagueda/
http://psientifica.org/europeanvolunteersinagueda/

